23” e-FX™ Display
What sets the 23” e-FX™ Display apart?
23” e-FX™ Displays are the perfect addition to your casinos
tables and gaming floor and suitable for a range of game types.
Features & Benefits
Optional LED Attract Mode Lights
Ticket Tape Text capabilities
Several colour finishes available
Additional toppers available
Available as single-sided or double-sided displays
Available as a Portrait or Landscape Display
Compatible with TCSJOHNHUXLEY products and some
third-party Shoes and Shufflers
Available as a standalone display or networked solution
benefiting from the Gaming Floor Live Media module

Suited to a range of games

The 23” e-FX™ Display from TCSJOHNHUXLEY is available in either
a portrait or landscape orientation to suit a range of game types
including Punto Banco, Sicbo, Baccarat, Money Wheel and Craps.

A number of attractive options and capabilities
With several colour finishes, including silver, gold and black, the 23”
e-FX™ Display offers flexibility, with numerous optional toppers
including a security camera or additional 10” promotional display.

Fully Integrated with Gaming Floor Live Media
The 23” e-FX™ Display has the option of being provided as a
standalone solution or as a fully integrated networked display which
benefits from the power of the Gaming Floor Live Media modules.

Centralised Real-Time Display Control
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The GFL Media module enables real-time alteration, scheduling and
configuration of display content from one central point. This not only
prevents operators from having to manually change the content
of each individual screen on their gaming floor, but also permits
them to respond quickly to changing customer and casino needs.
From immediately modifying table min/max’s to instantly displaying
a message about the latest bar specials, operators can now alter
display content quickly and easily in real-time.

Let’s get technical
Height (Portrait/Landscape)
Width (Portrait/Landscape)
Depth

590mm/368mm
368mm/590mm
56mm

Colour Selection

Silver, Gold, Black & Custom Colour Options

LED Lights

Optional

Ticker Tape Capability

Yes

Screen Resolution

1920 x 1080

Voltage

110V and 240V options

Compatible Games (Portrait)

Baccarat, Money Wheel, Sicbo, Craps, Roulette and GFL Bonusing Games.

Software Options

Networked (GFL Media) or Standalone

Double Sided Option

Yes

Optional Toppers

Security Camera or a 10” Promotional Display

Compatible Products

GFL Media
The TCSJOHNHUXLEY A Plus Shuffler
Dice Shaker 2
Some third-party Shoes and Shufflers
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